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The war began with an imperialist invasion to seize the Suez Canal. It ended with the Soviet Union threatening to nuke Britain, France and Israel. The 1956 British
and French attack on Suez, and the ...
This Picture Could Have Been the Start of World War III
But it was the Munich crisis of September 1938, when British Prime Minister ... the challenges the new service faced in broadening its appeal and reach in a BBC
oral history interview with Frank ...
Empire & Europe
The crisis that shook Europe in September 1938 once more brought out the fact ... the events leading up to or the consequences of the Munich peace, but the
experience was conclusive.
What Makes an American?
It went on to quote him as saying that it was not until he returned to America that he was aware the crisis was impending ... But it was a result of the Munich crises
of 1938 that the first ...
History's Headlines: 1938: On the edge
Born in the Rhine-side city of Karlsruhe, Ettlinger had escaped Germany with his parents and other relatives in 1938, just before ... points—in Wiesbaden, Munich
and Offenbach—other Monuments ...
Monumental Mission
Cardinal Reinhard Marx has explained what he meant when he said that the Catholic Church had reached a “dead end”.
Marx explains his Church 'dead end' comment
In 1956, the sun had already set on the British and French imperiums, even if they couldn’t admit it to themselves. The war began with an imperialist invasion to
seize the Suez Canal. It ended with ...
The 1956 Suez Crisis Humiliated the Crumbling British Empire
COMMENTARY: Three precedents that might help explain the abrupt decision by the influential German cardinal to resign.
Cardinal Marx’s Resignation: An Act of Self-Preservation or Penance for the Sins of the Church in Germany?
Living in Munich has never been cheap in comparison ... Until July 2008, just before the worldwide financial crisis, the lending facility had reached 5.25 percent.
By January 2009 the rate had ...
Housing: How did it get so expensive to live in Munich?
The archdiocese of Munich and Freising, where Marx has served as archbishop ... if the church renews itself and learns from this crisis.” Marx said he sees a
danger that the abuse issue will only be ...
'Dead end': German cardinal offers to quit over church abuse
In 1938, there was a surge of classified ads in ... On 11 March, another ad issued an “urgent appeal. Who will help to get out of concentration camp two Viennese
boys, age 21 and 23, by offering ...
‘I seek a kind person’: the Guardian ad that saved my Jewish father from the Nazis
The Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) rejected an appeal from Schwazer to overturn his lengthy ban in August 2016 and the Swiss Federal court upheld the
CAS ruling when the Italian later ...
WADA welcomes Swiss Federal Tribunal rejection of Schwazer appeal
Since the outbreak of the Covid-19 crisis, the number of people attending the soup kitchen has increased. The food financed by donations is now also served on
Sundays instead of only on Saturdays.
Food for everyone in Munich: poverty growing in Germany, too
Munich 2022 has unveiled the road cycling courses for next year's European Championships. The men's road race will cover 208 kilometres, beginning in Murnau
a. Staffelsee and then heading to the ...
Munich 2022 unveils road cycling routes for European Championships
I am really happy and honored to join Real Madrid. After so many years in Munich I will face a new challenge and I will give my best to continue the club's special
history,” Alaba said.
David Alaba: Real Madrid sign ex-Bayern Munich star on five-year deal
Corporate America wants to aggressively hire workers as the US economy races back to life following the pandemic. The Business Roundtable, an inflencial
lobbying group comprised of top US executives, ...
CEOs signal stronger hiring plans than after the Trump tax cuts
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Manchester United have reportedly put the wheels in motion to bring Kingsley Coman to Old Trafford this summer – and are prepared to put a huge financial
package on the table to lure him from ...
Man Utd raise stakes to sign Bayern Munich star in huge transfer package
The archdiocese of Munich and Freising ... this can only happen … if the church renews itself and learns from this crisis.” Marx said he sees a danger that the
abuse issue will only be ...
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